URGENT NOTIFICATION REGARDING ONLINE REGISTRATION/SUBMISSION OF COUNSELLING PARTICIPATION FEES FOLLOWED BY ONLINE VERIFICATION OF DOCUMENTS OF RESERVED CATEGORY CANDIDATES FOR ADMISSION IN PROGRAMMES MBBS (CODE 103)/BAMS (CODE 153)/BHMS (CODE 154) & B.SC. (H) NURSING (CODE 115) THROUGH NEET UG 2021 MERIT DURING THE ACADEMIC SESSION 2021-22

This is for information of all the concerned candidates/stake holders that the process of online registration/submission of counselling participation fees followed by online verification of documents of reserved category candidates for the below detailed programmes shall start w.e.f. 07.12.2021 (02:00 p.m.).

1. MBBS (CODE 103) THROUGH NEET UG 2021
2. BAMS (CODE 153) THROUGH NEET UG 2021
3. BHMS (CODE 154) THROUGH NEET UG 2021
4. B.SC. (H) NURSING (CODE 115) THROUGH NEET UG 2021 (ONLY FOR UNMARRIED FEMALE CANDIDATES)

The detailed schedule with dates and procedure to be followed by the candidates for online registration/submission of counselling participation fees followed by online verification of documents of reserved category candidates shall be uploaded on 06.12.2021.

All the concerned candidates/stakeholders are requested to visit the University website http://www.ipu.ac.in and admissions website: ipu.admissions.nic.in for regular updates.

Brig. P. K. Upmanyu (Retd.)
Consultant, Admissions

Copy forwarded for information and further needful to:

1. NIC Team.
2. Server room, GGSIPU, to upload the above notification on the University website.
3. AR to the Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, GGSIPU.
4. AR to the Registrar, GGSIPU.
5. EDP (Admissions), GGSIPU.

Ajay Kumar Arora
Assistant Registrar (Admissions)